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The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following. 
Let TX be the full transformation semigroup on a set X, that is, the 
semigroup of all mappings X into itself, with composition being from left to 
right. 
THEOREM A. FX is left absolutely jlat if and only if X is finite. 
In [S], T. E. Hall showed that every semigroup with the strong represen- 
tation extension property is an amalgamation base in the class of all 
semigroups and that a semigroup S has the strong representation extension 
property if and only if S has both the representation extension property 
and the free representation extension property. J. M. Howie [7] and 
S. Bulman-Fleming and K. McDowell [3] made the observation that a 
semigroup S is left absolutely flat if and only if S has the free represen- 
tation extension property. T. E. Hall [5, Remark 11, N. M. Khan 
(unpublished), and K. Shoji [S] showed that the full transformation 
semigroups have the representation extension property. Consequently, we 
have 
THEOREM B. FX has the strong representation extension property if and 
only if 1x1 < co. 
Also we obtain 
COROLLARY C. TX is an amalgamation base in the class of all 
semigroups if /XI C 00. 
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Remark 1. In the case where X is infinite, it remains open whether or 
not TX is an amalgamation base for all semigroups. However, by using a 
result of C. J. Ash [l, Theorem 2.1(i)] and Corollary C, we know that 
there are many subsemigroups of 9-j-j which are amalgamation bases 
for semigroups, for example, the subsemigroup (S E & 1 for some finite 
subset YcX, YS c Y, zs=z for all ZEX\Y). Moreover, let 
U= (S E TX 1 l&l < cc }, a subsemigroup of 9jX. Our proof of Theorem A is 
valid for the monoid U’ and hence U has the free representation extension 
property, while a minor modification of the proof of [S, Theorem 4.21 
shows that U has the representation extension property. Consequently, it 
follows that U has the strong representation extension property. 
Remark 2. The author has also shown that the results above hold true 
for the partial transformation semigroup on any finite set. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, let 5’ denote a monoid (with an identity lS). As 
far as we can, we use notations and definitions from Clifford and 
Preston [4] for semigroup theory. 
We recall some definitions and results, which will be used in the sequel, 
from Bulman-Fleming and McDowell [Z]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A monoid S is called left absolutely jlat if every left 
S-set is flat. 
Result 1.2 (Cf. [Z, Lemma 2.21). A left S-set B is flat if and only if, for 
every right S-set A, and every a, a’ E A, b, b’ E B, a @ b = a’ 0 b’ in A @B 
implies a 0 b = a’ @ b’ in (aS u a’s) @ B, where 0 means tensor product 
(over S). 
Result 1.3 [2, Lemma 1.21. In the notations above, a@ b= a’@ b’ in 
A@ B if and only if there exist a,, . . . . a,, E A, b,, . . . . b, E B, si, . . . . s, and 
t, > *.., t, E S such that 
a=alsl, s,b=t,b, 
al tl = a2s2, s,b, = t,b, 
a,-lt,-l=a,s,, s,b, = t,b’ 
a, t, = a’. 
(1.1) 
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We call the system of Eqs. (1.1) a scheme of length iz over A and B 
joining (a, b) to (a’, b’). 
In the remainder of this section, we will be concerned only with the full 
transformation semigroups. We will often use the following notations. 
YX is the full transformation semigroup on a set X (with composition 
being from left to right). For any s E TX, (i) Xs is the range of s, the rank of 
s is the cardinal number of Xs and is denoted by rank(s), and (ii) the par- 
tition rrn, is the equivalence relation defined by x rc, y (x, y E X) if and only 
if XS= ys. Also, s* is an inverse of s in TX, that is s=ss”s s* = s*ss*. 
Green’s 9[9]-relation on TX is denoted by 9[9]. ’ ’ 
Result 1.4 [4, p. 52, Lemma 2.51. Given s, t E TX, there exists u E FX 
such that US = t if and only if Xt c 3’s. In this case, we write t 69 s. Thus 
s B t if and only if Xs = Xt. 
Result 1.5 [4, p. 52, Lemma 2.61. Given s, t E TX, there exists veYX 
such that sv = t if and only if 7~~ & 7~~. In this case, we write t&s. Thus 
sB t if and only if rr,=rcl. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let X be a set. For any s, t E TX with s 4 I t, there exist 
inverses s*, t* of s, t in YX such that ss*tt*s <B s, where SK, t means 
s 69 t, (s, t) 4 92. 
Proof: Suppose that s $ R t. Then by Result 1.5, there exist x, y E X 
such that xt = yt but xs # ys. Then there exists an inverse t* of t such that 
x(tt*) = y(tt*) =x, while there exists an inverse s* of s such that 
x(ss*) = x, y(ss*) = y. Set s’=ss*(tt*)s. Then s’& s, xs’= ys’, but 
xs f ys. Hence s’ <a s as required. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let X be a finite set and S = YX. Take any scheme (1.1) of 
length n. There exists a scheme over aSu a,S and B joining (a, b) to 
(a,, tlb2) asfollows: there exist cl, . . . . c,tzaS, s;, ul, . . . . u, and vl, -.., V,E S 
such that 
a=c,u,, ulb=vlb 
clvl=c2u2, u,b = v,b 
cm-lV,-l=clnu,, u,b = v,b 
C,Vl?l =als;, s;b = t, b, 
s; <w t,. 
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ProoJ: If s1 & li, then the result of the lemma is trivial. Suppose that 
s1 $B t,. By Lemma 1.6, there exist inverses ST, t: of sl, t, such that 
s,s:t, tfs, <a sl. Set s; = s,sf(t, tf) sl. Then 
a = a(sfs,), (s?s,)b = (sl*tl tFs,)b 
a(.+, t:sl) (= (qs,) sft, tl*sl) = a,.(, 
s;b (=(sls:tlt~sl)b=sls~slb=slb)= tlb2. 
By repeating the above argument, we can get the result. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let S= TX, where X is a finite set. The rank of a 
scheme (1.1) is the sum of the ranks of all s;s and tis. 
Note that the rank of a scheme of length n is at least 2n. 
2. THE PROOF OF THE “IF" PART OF THEOREM A 
Let X be a finite set. For simplicity, let S = TX. We shall show that S is 
left absolutely flat. For this purpose, we shall prove that every left S-set B 
is flat. So, we take a scheme (1.1) of length n over A and B joining (a, b) to 
(a’, b’) and we shall prove that 
there exists a scheme over (uSu U’S) and B joining (a, b) to 
(a’, b’). (2.1) 
We use induction on n (the length of the scheme). The first m pairs of the 
equations in Lemma 1.7 form a scheme over US and B joining (a, b) to 
( c,u,, b) (in particular, c,u, E US); and by replacing the first pair of 
equations in scheme (1.1) by the pair 
c,v,=u,s;, s;b= t,b, 
we obtain a scheme over A and B joining (c,u,, b) to (a’, b’), also of 
length n, but such that s; Ga t,. It follows that we may assume without loss 
of generality that in (1.1) 
s1 <a t,. (2.2) 
Case I: n=l. Then u=ulsl, s1 b = t, b’, a, t, = a’. By Result 1.5 and 
(2.2), there exists u E S with s1 = tl U. Hence 
a = ulSl= a, t,u = u,(t, tl*t& = u’(tl*tlu), 
(t:t,u)b= t:s,b= (t;tl) b’, u’(tl*t1) = a’, 
as required. Now we assume that Statement (2.1) holds whenever 1 < n < k. 
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Case II: n = k + 1. We use induction on m (the rank of the scheme). 
Subcase 11.1: m = 2(k + 1). Then all the elements sz, t, are constant 
mappings. Then it follows from the left side of (1.1) that a= (aisi) sl, 
(Vi) ti = t4+l&+l)S~+l (1 9 i d y1- l), (a,~,) t, = c1’, and a§‘= 
(u,s,)S= (a1 t1)S= . * * = (uns,)S= (u,t,)S=a’S. Therefore (2.1) holds. 
We assume, for any scheme (1.1) of length k + 1 and rank m, that 
Statement (2.1) holds whenever 2(k -I- 1) Q m Q p. 
Subcase 11.2: m = p + 1. We shall prove first preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that there exists 1 $ idn - 1 such that s, Gyp t,, 
s,, 1 G9 ti. Then (2.1) holds. 
Proof: Note that t, t)s, = si, si+ i tTtj = si+ 1. Thus we have 
Uj-ltj-1 (=UrSl=u,(t,t*)sj=(u,+,s,+,) t*Si)=u~+~tsi+ltfs~), 
(si+ ItTsi) b, (=s ~+ltl*ttibi+l)=si+lbi+l)=ti+lb,+2 
(whereu,+,t,_,=uifi=1,bi+2= b’ if i = n - 1). Hence we get a scheme of 
length k joining (a, 6) to (a’, b’). By the inductive assumption (on n), (2.1) 
holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that there exists 1 <i< n - 1 such thut 
s,<~ ti $9sz+1. Then (2.1) holds. 
ProoJ Since ti 4 3 si+ i, there exists x E X with xtiE X\Xs,+ 1. Note 
that rank(t,) 2 2. So there exists y E X with yt, # xt,. Let u ES which maps 
the elements of xn, to y and leaves all other elements fixed. Let u E S which 
maps xt, to yti and leaves all other elements fixed. Then uti = t,u and u,(ut,) 
t=~,tti~)=t~i+,Si+l)~=~,+,s,+, ) = ait,. Since sic3 t,, there exists w  E S 
with tiw = s,. Thus we have 
ujel ti-I [a, if i= l] (=uis,=ui(tiw)=u,(uti)w)=u,(us,), 
(US,) bi [(us,)b, if i= 11 = (ut,) b,+l, 
U,(ut,) (=Uiti)=Uj+ISi+l, ranktut,) < rank( ti). 
By taking usi, utj instead of s,, ti, we get a scheme of length k + 1, but of 
rank less than p + 1 over A and B joining (a, b) to (a’, b’). By the inductive 
assumption (on m), (2.1) holds. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that there exists 16 i< n - 1 such that t, G9 si+ I9 
t l+l<g,ssi+l. Then (2.1) holds. 
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Proof Note that t,s,*+ rs, + 1 = t, and si+ Isi*, 1 t, + 1 = t, + 1. Thus we have 
sibi (=tibl+l=(tisi*+lsi+l)b,+l)=(t,s,*+,ti+l)bi+*, 
ac(tisi*tlti+l) (=(ai+,s,+,)si*,,ti+l=a t )-a. r+l rfl - r+2Si+2, 
where b=b, if i=l, b’=bi+2, a’=ai+2s,+2 if i=n-1. Hence we get a 
scheme of length k joining (a, b) to (a’, b’). By the inductive assumption 
(on n), (2.1) holds. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that there exists 1 < i< n - 1 such that 
tr<9sS,+l 4% ti+l. Then (2.1) holds. 
ProoJ Since s,+~ 4, tr+l, by Lemma 1.6 there exist inverses SF+ 1, tF+ 1 
of s r+l? ti+l such that 
s,+l>,si+ls,*+l(ti+lti*+l)s,+l (= u, say). (2.3) 
Set u = t,si*,l(t r+l ti*,l)si+l. Then we shall show that 
s,bi=vbi+l, aiu = ai+ 124, ub r+l=ti+lbi+2, 
where bi+ 2 =b’ if i=n-1. 
Prooffor (2.4). First, 
S~bi=t,b,+l=ti(si*+lsi+l)b,+l (since tid9 si+ 1) 
=tisi*,,(t,+,bi+2)=tls~+l(ti+ltl*+ltr+l)bi+2 
=tiSI*+lti+lti*+l(~i+lbi+l)=~bi+l. 
(2.4) 
Third, 
ubitl=(s. r+lS,+l * t t* s. 1+1 r+l z-t1 )b,+, 
=Si+1SI*t1ti+ltl*+l(tr+lbi+2)=(~i+ls,*+l tr+l)bi+z 
=~z+I~i*+l(~z+l b,+l)=si+lbi+l=ti+lb,+2. 
Note that rank(v) d rank(t,), rank(u) < rank(s,+ 1) by (2.3). By replacing ti, 
s, + r by V, U, we get, from the scheme (1.1 ), a scheme of length k + 1, but of 
rank less than p-t 1 joining (a, b) to (a’, b’). By the inductive assumption 
(on m), (2.1) holds. 
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We can assume that 
Reason for (2.5). By (2.2), s,<, t,. If s1 W t,, then a,t,~a,s,S=aS. 
Hence Statement (2.1) follows from the inductive assumption (on n). 
By Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and (2.9, we can assume that t, c9sz. 
Then, by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, we can assume that s2 c9 t,. By 
using these arguments, repeatedly, we can assume that s, cyp t,. So, by 
applying Lemma 1.7 to the scheme (1.1 ), regarded as joining (a’, b’) to 
(a, b), we can find ti E S such that 
cq-lfJq-l==cqvq, uqb’ = v,b’ 
cqvq=a,th, t;b’=s,b, 
where ci E a’s, u,, vi E S. By replacing t,, a’ by t;, a, t;, we get, from the 
scheme (l.l), a scheme of length k + 1 but of rank less than p + 1 (since 
t; <a s, cse t,), joining (a, b) to (a, th, b’). By the inductive assumption, 
there exists a scheme over aS u a, $22 (= aS u c,v,S~ aS u a’s’) and B 
joining (a, b) to (a, tk, b). In reverse, scheme (2.6) is a scheme over a’s and 
{b’} (C B) joining (a, ti, b’) to (a’, b’). Combining these last two schemes 
gives a scheme over aS u a’s and B joining (a, b) to (a’, b’), as required. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE “ONLY IF" PART OF THEOREM A 
To prove that yX (1x1 = co) is not left absolutely flat, we shall construct 
a right frset A, a left &-set B, and elements a, a’, b, b’ such that 
a@b=a’Qb’ in AQB but aQb#a’@b’ in (aFxubFx)@B. Hereafter, 
let X be an inifinite set. For simplicity, let S = TX. 
Step 1. Construct a right S-set A, and elements a, a’. 
Since 1x1 = co, there exist two partitions {Xi/ ie Z}, ( Y, I iE h > of X such 
that 
every X, [ YJ is distinct from any Y, [X,], X, c Yi- i u Yj, 
YicXjuX,+l for all iEZ, (3.1) 
where Z is the set of all integers. 
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Let {xi I id Z}, { yil i E Z} be sets of the representatives of the partitions 
{X, I i E Z >, { Yi I i E Z}, respectively. We define mappings e, f~ S as follows: 
for any xEX, xe=xi if xEX,, xf=ui if xE Y,. 
We set 
A = S, a = e, a’=$ 
Since, by Result 1.5, rc, u 7~~’ rcn, for all s E eS n fS, it follows easily from 
(3.1) that 
aSna’S={sESI IXsl=l), (3.2) 
Step 2. Construct a left S-set B and elements b, b’. 
Let 8= {(u,o)ES, SI ue=ve or uf=vf}, where e, I are as in 
Step 1. The the relation 0 on S is reflexive, symmetric, and left compatible, 
so that the transitive closure 8’ of 8 is a left congruence on S. 
We define two relations 5, q on S as 
t = { (ue, ue) 1 (u, v) E St} u zs, 
YI = { (uf, a I (u, 0) E et > ” zs, 
where zs is the identity relation on S. Clearly, 5, q are left congruences on 
S. 
Define a mapping q : Se/( 5 I Se) + S’(q I 5”) by (ue) 5 q = (z&q for all 
u E S. To see that cp is well-defined, suppose that ue 5 ve (u, v E S). By the 
definition of 5, there exist p, q E S such that (p, q) E et, ue = pe, qe = ve. 
Then (u, p) E f3, (q, u) E 8 and so, (u, v) E Bt and uf q I$ Hence q is well- 
defined. Now it is clear that q is an S-isomorphism, if we regard 
(Se)/(< I Se) and (Sf)/(q IS’) as left S-sets. 
Let M= (S/t) u (S/q) (disjoint union). We define the relation A on M as 
A = { 0% WI, (mcp, m) I m E (SeY(4: I Se)> ” zM. 
Then A is a left congruence on the left S-set M. So we get the factor left S- 
set MjA. We can identify each element s5 E S/t [sq E S/q] with the element 
(st)A~kf/A [(sv)A]. We set 
B = MjA, b= ls5, b’ = 1,~. 
Since (e<)(p =fi, we note that 
eb =fb’ (in B). (3.3) 
For a pair of partitions 17, Sz of X, if each n-class is a finite union of 
Q-classes, then we say that 17 is a finite expansion of 52. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let u, v E Se with u 5 v. Zf ZZ,, is a finite expansion of ZZ,, 
then so is ZZ,,. 
ProoJ: We shall show first that 
for any s E S, flCese) is a finite expansion of l7, if and only if 
17 CEsfJ is a finite expansion of ZI,. (3.4) 
Suppose that II,,, is a finite expansion of l7, and take any x E A’. By the 
definition of f, there exists an integer k such that x(esf) = y,. Put 
U= (yEXly(es)EXk), V= {zeX(z(es)eXk+l). By (3.1), we have 
xlT;lcesf)= (YEW y(es)e Yk>c Uu K 
U= {yEX[ y(ese)=x,}, V= (zEXIz(ese)=xk+l}. 
So, by the assumption, each of U and V is a finite union of 1,‘s. Hence 
x17,,,, is contained in a finite union of X,‘s. Since ZI,,, 3 l7,, it follows 
that xncexf) is a finite union of X:s. Thus we conclude that IICwf, is a finite 
expansion of lie. Similarly, we can prove the “if” part of (3.4). 
Next, let U, e be as in the statement of the lemma and suppose that n,,,, 
is a finite expansion of II,. Since u 5 v, there exist z1r, u2, . . . . u, E S such that 
z4=ule, v=u,e, u16u2~~~~u,~16u,. We shall show here that for each 
1 6 i < r, n,,,,, is a finite expansion of II,. This is the case if i= 1. So sup- 
pose that for some 1 < i < r, ZZ,,,,, is a finite expansion of flC. Since either 
uie=u,+, e or u,f= u,, If, it follows easily from (3.4) that flCeu +Ie) is a 
finite expansion of 17,. Eventually, we obtain that ZICeu+) = I7,, is a finite 
expansion of 27,. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Step 3. Show that 
a@h=a’@b’ in A@ B. (3.5) 
Proof for (3.5). Set a, = l,, sr =e, t, =J: Then 
a (=e= l,e)=a,s,, s,b (=eb=fb’ (by (3.3))) 
= tlb’, a,t, (= lsf =f)=a’. 
Hence by Result 1.3, a @ b = a’ @ b’, as required. 
Step 4. 
a@b#a’@b’ in (aSua’S)@B. (3.4) 
To see this, suppose, conversely, that there exists a scheme (1.1) ,over 
(aSu U’S) and B joining (a, b) to (a’, b’). From a, E aS u a’s wk have that 
a,E a’s, since, if a, ENS we have a, = au for some WE S, whence 
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aut, = a, t, = a’, that is, eut, = f, whence 17, G Uf, a contradiction. 
Similarly, we obtain that a,E aS. It follows that there exists 1 d i< n - 1 
such that a,EaS, a,-,Ea’S. Then aiti=a,+,~i+l~aSnaa’S. By (3.2), we 
have 
a,t, is a constant mapping of X into itself. (3.7) 
On the other hand, b,, 1 is ~5 (or uy) (for some u E S). By (1.1) and the fact 
that all ajs,‘s and a,t,‘s are in S, it follows that et= (el,)t=e(l,t)= 
(a,s,)b = a,(t,b,) = ... = a,-, (t,-lbi) = (ais,) b, = a,(@,+d = (a,t,u)t 
(or (a,t,u)q). Whence et = (a,t,u)t or (a,t,u)q. In the former case, by the 
definition of <, aitiuE Se and e 5 (a,t,ue). In the latter case. by the 
definition of q and d, a,t,uE Sf and (a,t,u)q = (aitlu)fq = (altiufq)A = 
(ait,uelj)d = (a,tlue)& So, in any case, e l (ait,ue). Then, by Lemma 3.1, 
17C,,trej is a finite expansion of fl, (since ea, = aJ. Hence, by Result 1.5, 
17C,zsj is a finite expansion of De, since (aitlue)<, (a,ti)& e. This 
contradicts (3.7). Therefore, we obtain (3.6). Thus we have shown that the 
left S-set B is not flat. This completes the proof of the “‘only if” part of 
Theorem A. 
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